
Our First Client
Where it all started

Their Needs

We started our agency as a way to help fund our best friend’s 
bucket list following a terminal cancer diagnosis.

The bad news: We had no clients, no money.

The good news: We had every reason to keep our head up until
we reached our goal. 

Dozens of calls later...
we found

our first client

Our first client, Irish Iron, fabricates and installs custom iron-work.

All our fancy suggestions, like improving meta-descriptions and
increasing CTR meant nothing.

The only thing that mattered for our client was getting phone calls.



Our Strategy
New Website

A good website should be easy to find and easy to use, but
most importantly your website should clearly navigate users
to your desired goal. In this case: making a phone call.

Our website re-design stood as an essential foundation to our 
complete marketing plan.

Consistent SEO

With a new website, we had the opportunity to control the 
entire SEO strategy, from improving titles to writing accurate schema.

More importantly, we were the first agency that actually spent
the time to nurture our client’s SEO to consisten growth.

Launch

Span of 5 months

Cumulative 
Impressions



Website & SEO Continued

Our SEO strategy focused 
on our client dominating 
the search results for their 
most profitable services.

To the left, you see search
results for the keyword
‘metal gates’.

Our site saw 50k 
impressions over the first 
5 months, compared to 28k 
on their previous site.

Google Rating Improvement
With our custom-designed automated email campaign to past
clients, we were able to triple the number of ratings our client had,
increasing their average Google rating by 1.3

22 ratings 67 Ratings



Google Ads

Because our client had a high life-time value per customer and
relatively high search traffic for the services he offered, Google
Ads offered a great opportunity to generate the calls he needed.

46,500 impressions

2,450 clicks

250 calls

$7,500 spent
(Budget + Service Fee over 6 months)

$25,000+
made

5.27% CTR

10.2% Conversion Rate

233.33%
return on investment



High Quality Blog Posts

High quality content helped our client appear higher in search
rankings, but it also provided their potential clients trust in their
authority in the realm of iron works.

Social Management

Along with blog posts and
rating improvements, we used
social media (Facebook and
Instagram) to improve our
clients relationship with
past and future clients.

Our high quality content
production ensured
their hard work was shown
in the best light possible.



The Bottom Line

Our client had no idea how we would 
perform, but they put their trust in us to 
generate more calls for their business.

So, did we?

Overall, our client earned 997 calls
in the past 6 months, compared to 419
for the previous period. 

Before After
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# of Calls over 
6-month period



Case Study 2
Old vs New

In a unique challenge against our skill, a 
Los Angeles based plumber asked us to 
make him a new website to compete 
against his old website in Google search
ranking. 

Their Needs

Before commiting full time to our services, 
our client wanted to see if we could get 
the results we claimed we can get with 
our web design and SEO work.



Our Strategy

Unfortunetely, our client’s old website
manager did not provide tracking details
or data reports for any site performance
metrics.

We used third party software to predict
placement and performance of the old
site, providing benchmarks to overcome.

Old Website - Design and Metrics

According to our estimates,
the old website saw roughly
5-15 visits a day with an
average rank of 19.4.



High Quality Blog Posts

A big part of our strategy was introducing high quality content
to the website.

As a plumber, this helped develop the sites authority by providing
important information to visitors. This improves key metrics like 
average time on page, which makes the site appear better to
Google.

Improved Design
Google has been 
placing a large 
emphasis on how a 
website runs and looks
on all devices. 
That means, creating 
an easy to use site 
was our biggest 
priority. 



Website Performance

42%
bounce rate

3m 23s
avg. session duration

Just like any business, Google likes to ensure their users 
are having the best experience possible. 
Two key metrics relating to user experience:

Search Performance
Our strategy begins with improving position for
predicted keywords, then using that data to understand
where we can take advantage of high impression
keywords. Once our position is in a stronger place, we 
focus on click-through-rate improvements. 

Span of 1 month

Average Position
0

10



The Bottom Line

Our client wanted to see how we did against a 
website that was live for over six years. 

So, how’d we do?
Our campaign has been running for a month, and has 
already seen incredible results.

Our new site is already seeing an average of 100 visits 
a week, and average page rank of 10.2. 
Most importantly, our site started on page 14 against 
the old site, but is already on page 1.  

19.4
ranking on Google

4.8
ranking on Google

Being our campaign just started, we will continue implementing 
our SEO strategies to improve our metrics and out-rank our 
clients competitors.



Case Study 3
Slim Margins

In our first attempt in trying a new industry,
we reached out to a local escape room to
see if we could put our skills to the test in a
lower margin industry.

Their Needs

As an escape room, our client only 
needed one thing:

More bookings. More specifically,
they needed bookings in a way
that they could still make money.



Our Strategy

Google and Facebook Ads

Google Ads was an effective way to capture people searching
for an escape room, and Facebook was a good way to increase
awareness.

9,000 impressions

622 clicks

43

$1,700
(Budget + Service Fee over 3 months)

$5,100+
made

6.85% CTR

6.91% Conversion Rate

bookings



The Bottom Line

Our client needed more bookings at a cost that
actually made them money.

So, did we achieve that?

Before After
Avg # of bookings

per week

With a campaign average CPC of $1.12, we
were able to increase our clients weekly 
bookings by 35%.

150-300%
return on investment


